I have mastered through art by my living. I said I felt   197
chastened. It is true that I also felt exalted. But above
all I felt a sense of responsibility such as I had never
known before. A sense of responsibility towards myself,
let me hasten to add. Without tasting the rewards which
he had spoken of. I had nevertheless enjoyed them in ad-
vance, enjoyed them imaginatively, I mean. During all
the years that I have been writing I have steeled myself
to the idea that I would not really be accepted, at least to
my own countrymen, until after my death. Many times,
in writing, I have looked over my own shoulder from
beyond the grave, more alive to the reactions of those to
come than to those of my contemporaries. A good part
of my Kfe has, in a way, been lived in the future. With
regard to all that vitally concerns me I am really a dead
man, alive only, to a very few who, like myself, could
not wait for the world to catch up with them. I do not
say this out of pride or vanity, but with humility not
untouched with sadness. Sadness is perhaps hardly the
right word either, since I neither regret the course I have
followed nor desire things to be any different than they
are. I know now what the world is like and knowing I
accept it, both the good and the evil. To live creatively, I
have discovered, means to live more and more unself-
ishly, to live more and more into the world, identifying
oneself with it and .thus influencing it at the core, so to
speak. Art, like religion, it now seems to me, is only a
preparation, an initiation into the way of life. The goal
is liberation, freedom, which means assuming greater re-
sponsibility. To continue writing beyond the point of self-
realization seems futile and arresting. The mastery of
any form of expression should lead inevitably to the final
expression—mastery of life. In this realm one is abso-
lutely alone, face to face with the very dements of crea-
tion. It is an experiment whose outcome nobody can

